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tion and incidentai speIlingr have takeii the place of the
spelling-book.

One resait lias cortainiy been that spellinge has beon
taught at hap-hazard, difficulties have been met, if met at
ail, as they happened to be encountered, and i» no system-
atic and graded wray, maîiy teachers, utot quite sure of what
to teacli, have bee» driftingy and trusting to the pupils'
reading, writing, composition and busv work incidentally
to make theni good spellers. To wha-.tever cause it may be
attributed, the fact is that spelling is the mnost unsatisfac-
tory subject ini our schools, a cry lias ariseil frqm those
trained hy the old mothods, IlBack to the Spellingr-Boô'k,"
and prominent educationists have begrun to investigate.
And instead of sittingy dowa in their studies and evolvingr
theories from the inner recesses of their consciousness, or
maaking sweeping deductions fiomn imperfectly understood
psychologrical principles, the methods of modern inductive
psychology are beingr broup-ht into use, and a careful study
is being mnade of the actual spelling of large numbers of
pupils. Several statistical studies of the spelling problem
have appeared. Dr. J. M. Rice, who made s'tch a stir
among the schools of the United States a flew years agro by
a series of articles based upon observations in the schools
of nearly ail the principal cities, and who is now engraged
in a study of educational waste, lias contributed two notable
articles to the Forumin Mac-azine o11 the IISpellingr Gind."
Dr. B. R. Shaw, of the New York Unuiversity School of
Pedagogy, has studied the question of oral aild sighit s pell-
ing, and Miss Adelaide E. Wyckoff has made a brief but
very suggestive study of constitutionally bad spellers.
While one must be very carefùl iii estimnating conclusions
reached by these means, lest the evidence be vitiated, or
inisjudged, or seen through a preconceived theory, it is
strikingt that the first two of these-, writers reach practically
the same conclusion that many of the old methods had at
least their place.

In the li glit of these studies, as well as in the ligliht of
some observations of my own and a careful study of
methads, I shahl consider the subject in three divisions:

(1) The Psychologry of Spelling.
(2) Methods of Teaching Spelling,.
(3) Constitutional Bad Spellers, or what may be termed,

The Pathology of Spelling.


